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-ADRP 1(draft)
The Army provides the Nation with the land forces necessary to help prevent, shape, and win conflict with any adversary. As an institution, the Army Profession performs this unique service for a client -the American people -who are unable to provide for their own security and defense. The American people trust the Army to effectively and ethically apply resources to achieve the Nation's desired ends. This trust in the Army Profession, earned through a history of obedient service to civilian control, military effectiveness, and diligent stewardship of the profession, affords the Army a great deal of autonomy for self regulation and governing. In short, "what right looks like" is generally left for the Army to determine and propose to civilian leaders for approval and resourcing. The Army will maintain such professional autonomy only as long as it remains effective in providing its unique service to the American people. 2 Certification -the verification and validation of an Army professional's competence, character, and commitment to fulfill responsibilities and perform assigned duties with discipline and to standard 3 -is required to ensure the effectiveness of the Army Profession. The Army has relied over the years on a number of systems to certify individual expertise; evaluation reports, the official promotion system, professional education and testing, and centralized selections of those to fill leadership positions. for the Total Army. Promulgation and inculcation of these key tenets and proposed framework -once fully matured -will enhance development of military expertise, advance the profession's meritocratic culture, and increase effectiveness in developing competency, character, and commitment. As The US Army Profession Campaign found, "The Army is strong -but we have work to do to make us stronger." 7 Why We Must Certify Within the Army Profession ADRP 1 (draft) defines the Army Profession as a "unique vocation of experts certified in the design, generation, support, and ethical application of land combat power, serving under civilian authority and entrusted to defend the Constitution and the rights and interests of the American people". 8 The Army Profession is comprised of the uniformed members of the Army (Profession of Arms) and the non-uniformed Department of the Army Civilians (Army Civilian Corps). 9 This paper addresses certification tenets for only the uniformed members of the profession. Much of the underlying logic concerning certification is applicable to the Army Civilian Corps but further exploration is outside the scope of this work. Currently the Army uses certification to assess individual and unit competency and validate to the American people the Army's ability to fulfill responsibilities and perform assigned duties with discipline and to standard. 10 To begin with, rationale for certification exists in professions outside the Army.
The National Environmental Health Association details ten reasons a professional should seek certification. The reasons are: demonstrates commitment to the profession; enhances the profession's image; builds self-esteem; establishes professional credentials; improves career opportunities and achievement; prepares individuals for greater on-the-job responsibilities; provides for greater earnings potential; improves skills and knowledge; and, offers greater professional recognition from peers. 11 These reasons are entirely applicable to the Army Profession and well summarize the current discourse on the benefits and methods of professional certification. They also reinforce the principles of the new doctrine in ADRP 1 (draft) and the goals of the 2013 America's Army -Our Profession campaign undertaken to inspire understanding of the Army Profession and enhance the Army's professional identity, culture, and commitment.
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Second, the Army recognizes that to develop and maintain its military expertise, some form of certification must be inherent in the process. Thus, one of the tasks identified by the Army as critical to the development of its military expertise is "certify the expertise of Army professionals and units." 13 The Army posits that certification will ensure professional expertise, prompt greater self-development among Army In its "hard look" at the Army Profession, the campaign team discovered a number of disconcerting indicators. First, it found a sense of tolerance of mediocrity that not only reduced the Army's professional identity and collective motivation to excel but also caused the development of certification criteria and standards that were not perceived as meaningful and therefore allowed some individuals to advance prematurely. Second, the team assessed that there was no common conceptual 6 architecture for the progression of professionalism across the Total Army, no consistent set of criteria for certification at any level, whether for generalists or specialists…and an uneven appreciation for professional certification standards across the Army. Third, it determined that "certification" is not a term used by the force and there is no systemic method to capture and record many of the "certification" events. Fourth, the team found that the Army lacked sufficient doctrine, frameworks, and concepts to adequately describe, communicate, and assess itself as a profession. Fifth, it stated that more prevalent certification will increase confidence in members' military expertise, engender greater trust, and produce readiness reporting that is more accurate. Consequently,
The Campaign team recommended the implementation or re-invigoration of professional certification procedures to include measures of performance or effectiveness to add rigor to the profession. 22 The Army's Certification Plan ADRP 1 (draft) defines certification as the "verification and validation of an Army professional's competence, character, and commitment (the "3 Cs") to fulfill responsibilities and perform assigned duties with discipline and standards."
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The three certification criteria are:
Competence or proficiency in expert work: The application of the Army's expertise often entails risk to the warrior, the unit, the mission, and the Army profession. Thus, the individual's personal competence must be certified by the Army commensurate with the grade of the individual professional and the level of the work to be performed.
Moral Character requisite to being an Army professional: As Army professionals make continuous discretionary judgments; only members of the profession with high moral character can do so consistently well. Certification verifies that the individual willingly lives and advances the Army's ethic in all actions such that the Army Profession is a self-policing, meritocratic institution.
Resolute Commitment to the Army's duty: Army professionals consider service more than just a job. It means to be primarily motivated by the intrinsic factors of sacrifice and service to others and the nation rather than being motivated by extrinsic factors related to a job -such as pay, vacations, work hours, etc. To bolster branch-wide typology and interoperability, The Commander's Guide even prescribes in exacting detail how all paperwork associated with evaluation and certification/re-certification is prepared, reviewed, inspected, and maintained.
Aircrewmembers maintain a career-long training file that documents certifications, evaluations (successful or unsuccessful), and aviation accidents to include any consequential effects to professional status or certifications.
In summary, certification, or "standardization" in current Aviation Branch typology, is far more than just a personnel and training records management system. It Professionals are generally free to perform their functions until encountering a limit or caveat beyond which the original certification is no longer valid. The aviation and field artillery programs include the processes, risk mitigating steps, and the commander's discretionary actions available to address such contingencies. Sixth, and last, the aviation and field artillery programs remain nested with other readiness and personnel management systems. These certification programs cultivate strong intrinsic motivations through strict adherence to meritocratic principles -always ensuring professionals can associate military-technical competency to advancement, recognition, and reward. Whereas this was not always the case, since the late 1990s the Aviation Branch has worked diligently to infuse such meritocratic principles across the force.
Placing aviation competency foremost in the institutional criteria used to select, assign, promote, and cull individuals has improved the aggregate effectiveness and professionalism of the total aviation force.
The Aviation Branch and field artillery certification models, while essential, are not sufficient for independently determining advancement in the Army Profession.
Complementary processes must assess and certify the other criteria such as character and commitment detailed in ADP 1 and ADRP 1 (draft). Still, the aviation and field artillery programs highlight tenets that are useful no matter the expertise requiring 
